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Introduction and preliminaries 
We consider the following problem: Given a functor I:ern. -+ cI (where cI = sets). 
find the equational completion of I. That is to find an equational category ciT to-
gether with a factorization of I through the underlying set functor (as ern. -+ ciT -+ 
d), which is "best possible" (so that if em -+ dTo -+ d is another such factorization 
of I there exists a unique VO: ciT -+ dTo which makes everything commute). The 
existence (and a precise definition) of the equational completion if given hy Linton 
[15] who shows the class of n-ary operations for the completion of I can be regard-
ed as the class of all natural transformations from In to I where nEd. Thus the 
problem becomes, given I: em -+ d, find some way of obtaining enough information 
about the natural transformations from In to I so that a reasonable description of 
d T can be given. A straightforward approach using the definition of a natural trans-
formation is generally difficult because there often are many horribly in finitary 
operations for the equational completion. For example, if em= finite sets and 
I: em-+ d is the inclusion functor then a natural transformation from I" to I corres-
ponds to an ultrafilter on n (and the equational completion is the category of com-
pact Hausdorff spaces). If em = fields the completion is the category of products of 
fields and continuous ring homomorphisms but the operations are diffil.:ult to des-
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cribe usefully. (We do not know how to describe the category of algebras that results 
if one considers only the finitary operations.) Another difficulty with, say, simply 
making a list of natural transformations from III to I for various 1/ is that it is hard 
to tell when one has listed enough operations to determine ciT. One can frequently 
find enough operations to determine a subtheory To of T such that every M E crrr.. 
has the structure of aT o·algebra, the T o·homomorphisms are precisely the admis· 
sible homomorphisms (in ciT) between members ofcrrr.., and sllch that the To·suh. 
algebras and finite products will exactly determine the behaviour of subobjects and 
finite products in ciT of (lifted) members of crrr... However To might still be much 
smaller than T. (For example if crrr..= finite groups, I the obvIOus underlying functor, 
then To = the theory of groups has the above properties. but the completion Tis 
the theory of profinite groups.) 
Nonetheless once such a subtheory To has been found (cf. the definitions of 
separating triple and of normal separating triple and the procedure in Example 4. I ) 
then one can often make effective use of a topological approach to J T based on 
triples and embed ciT in the topological To·algebras. 
Fairly complete descriptions (Theorems 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3) of ciT as a subcategory 
of topological To·algebras are given if each M E crrr.. is finite or satisfies a descending 
chain type of condition. In these cases ciT is related to the Pro·objects for crrr.. (which 
are briefly reviewed in Section 2). Examples involving pseudocompact rings, modules 
and algebras and the case crrr.. = countable sets show that the topological approach 
works well in specific cases too. 
The equational completions that we shall examine turn out to be varietal, hence 
arise from triples on d. If c.I T is the completion of I: em --+ cI we shall regard T as 
a triple (rather than as a varietal equational theory) in which case T is the model 
induced triple arising from I: crrr.. ~ c.I. (This follows from the argument sketched 
below and from the results of [II where the dual notion, of a model induced co· 
triple is defined. These triples are called codensity triples in [14 J and their relation· 
ship to equational completions is there established in a general setting. Therefore 
this paper gives some techniques for computing examples of the categories of alge· 
bras discovered by Linton, Appelgate and Tiernet' when we consider relatively 
specific cases. Incidentally we shall also relate c.I to a model induced triple over 
Top (== Topological spaces and maps).) 
Le t us recall that if T = ( T, 1). J.1) is the model induced triple for /: em. ~ c5 then 
T(n) == lim [(11, l) ~ cll where 11 E c.I and (n, I) is the comma category of all func· 
tions n ~ I(M) where M ranges over the class of models (i.e. objects ofcrrr..). The 
functor (II, I) ~ c.I assigns I(M) to the function n ~ I(M)' (This limit exists iff Tis 
well·defined iff I is tractable (i.e. the collection n. t. (In, I) is small) iff the equational 
completion is varietal. A practical test for I: crrr.. ~ cI to be tractable is given in the 
discussion preceeding 1.3 below.) For each g: n --+ I(M) in (n, J) we let (g): T(n) => 
I(M) be the wrresponding projection. Then 1) and iJ. are defined by (g)1) = g and 
(g)J.1 = «g». Iff:1I -. m then T(Il is defined by (g) T(Il = (gf) __ Moreover every nat· 
ural transformation A :/1/ -'1 gives rise to A E T(1l) where (g)(A) = AM (g) for 
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g: n -+ I(M), that is for g E 11l(M). Thus every such natural transformation A gives 
rise to an /l·ary operation X of T. This correspondence in one·one and on to and illus-
trates why the model induced triple gives rise to the equational completion. (We 
shall generally speak of /l·ary operations of triples when strictly speaking we mean 
an n·ary operation of the corresponding varietal theory.) 
In general if T is a triple on sil then the statement (A, 0) E silT or (A , 0) is a T· 
algebras means that A E sil and (J : T(A) -+ A is a structure map. The morphisms of 
silT shall be referred to as T·homomorphisms or as morphisms of !il which are ad· 
missible. If TO is a triple over sets then a topological To·algebra with a topology 
such that the n·ary operations are continuous, using the product topology. 
We shall use the term "limit" to refer to generalized inverse limits (Le. the left 
roots in 16]). For emphasis, limits in d T shall sometimes be called T·limits. Limits 
in Top shall sometimes be referred to as Top·limits. We say that a small category Dis 
filtered if d, e ED imply there exists c ED and morphisms from c to d and from 
c to e. Also if f, g E D(c, d) then there exists II with /h = gil. A filtered diagram is a 
functor whose domain is filtered and its limit is a/Wered limit. (Aside from the lise 
of contravariant functors in 121, this det1nition is effectively equivalent to the defi-
nition of filtered limit in 121.) If gil is a category then gilop is the dual category and 
jl(X, Y) is the set of morphisms from X to Y. If X is an object of gil the n X also de· 
notes the identity morphism in !il(X, X). If gil and C}3 are categories then 1.9'l,C}3 ) de· 
notes the possibly illegitimate category of functors fmlll gI{ to (~. A subcategory !il 
ofC}3 is reflective if the inclusion functor gil -+.)3 has a left adjoint. (This follows 
Freyd 161.) A morphism is a split epi if it has a right inverse. The term quotient map 
is always used in the topological sense. Parentheses in expressions such as T(/l) are 
sometimes omitted when they are not needed particularly in complicated formulas 
(when only the crucial parentheses are included). 
The authors would like to express their thanks to Michael Barr for a stimulating 
seminar on triples given at McGill University. Among other things he posed the 
problem of finding the equational completion of the category of fields. We also 
wish to thank Myles Tierney for a helpful conversation concerning pro·objects and 
em ·objects. 
§ 1. Some topological observations 
Notation. From here on I: em -+ d shall denote a tractable functor and T = (T, n, J.1) 
shall be the model induced triple on d. The category of T'algebras shall be d T 
with UT : c5 T -+ cS and FT: d -+ d T the underlying and free functors. 
Given M E em then I(M) E ciT shall be defined by the structure map 
(TM): TIM -+ 1M (here 1M denotes the identity map on 1M -- this notation for iden· 
tity map is used throughout). This defines the lifted model functor i: em -+ dT. 
If there is no danger of confusion and if ME (,y( we shall also usc M to denote 
I(M) E cS and 7(M) E c5 T. 
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The topology on a T-algebra. Let M E C'ffl. Then T(n) can be topologized by the 
smallest topology rendering each (g): T(n) ~ M con tinuous, when each M is given 
the discrete topology. (Thus the cS-limit, T(n), is regarded as a topological limit of 
discrete spaces.) 
If (n. 8) E cST (so that 8 : T(n) ~ n is the structure map) we define Q(n. 8) as 
the quotient topology induced by O. Then Q: cST ~ Top is easily seen to be a func-
tor. Let V: Top ~ cS be the underlying functor and D: cS ~ Top the left adjoint. 
which assigns the discre..!..e tOEo~~ to a set. Let I D : C'ffl ~ Top be defined by 
Ig = D1(= QI) an!! let T = (T, TI, III be the model induced triple on Top. Let 
v: TopT -+Top, F: Top ~ TopT;1 : C'ffl-+TopT be the obvious functors. For con-
venience, if X E Top and g: X ~ M is continuous (that is g: X ~ I D(M» we let 
[g) : r(X) ~ M be the corresponding projection which mres reX) the limit of 
(X. I!}) ~ Top. There exists a comparison functor if!: Top -+ cS T since the adjoint-
ness FD ---j V[J generates the triple t. Finally, if ME em we shall also use M to de-
note ID(M) E Top and I(M) E Top (as well as I(M) E cS and I(M) E cST) so long 
as the context makes the exact meaning clear. To summarize the above and to re-
cord some immediate properties of Q we state: 
t. t. Proposition. (We suggest drawing a diagram of the above categories and functors. 
For clarity the o/:!,tegory 2'l and the functors I. T.ID and I D and 1 might be omitted.) 
(a) V'['P;; VVand I{JFD = FT and I{J preserves limits. 
(b) Q preserves quotients (meaning that if f:A ~ B is an onto T-homomorphism 
then Q(f) is a quotient map in the topological sense). 
Q preserves the topology of T(n) (meaning that Q( Tn. 11) is the limit topology 
on Tn mentioned above). 
However. Q need not assign the relative topology to a T-subalgebra nor does Q 
generally preserve limits not is QI{J necessarily equal to U. We can say that Q(limA .) 
'" I is at least as large (!!a~at leaS! as manT open sets) as Top-lim Q(A i), that QI{J(X) is at least as large in VeX) for X E Top and that Q(A) is at least as large as the relative 
topology on A induced by Q(B) if A <::::; B is a T-subalgebra. 
(c) If X E Top then 3X(= Xx): TVX ~ rx defined by [g] X = <Ug>. Then X is 
continuous a'1.-d can be regarded as a natural transformation from QfTV ~ r. If 
(X. 0) E Top T then I{J(X, 0) = (VX, 0 Xx), Moreover if X is discrete then Ax is the 
identity. 
Proof. (a) follows from the construction of I{J, see [4] . 
As for (b) we first note that 11: T2(n) ~ T(n) is a quotient map as it is split epi in 
Top with T(n) as right inverse. Thus Q(Tn.l1) has the limit topology. Now if 
f: (X. 0) ~ (Y. 1/1) is onto and admissible then fe = 1/1 Tf and Tf is a quotient map 
(in fact Tfis split epi in Top asfis split epi in cl). Thusfe is a quotient map and 0 
is con tinuous. so f is a quotient map. 
Next Q(limA j) has at least as many open sets as Top-lim Q(A i) as the projections 
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are Q-continuous. Similarly the Q topology on A is at least as large as the relative 
topology as the inclusion A ~ 11 is Q-continuous. 
Finally let X = (X, 8J~TopT. By (c), i;?(X, 8) = (UX. 0 ~x). Clearly 0 AX is con-
tinuous from TUX to UX. Hence Qi;?(X, 0), the space with the quotient topolugy 
induced by (J AX has at least as many open sets as fli. 
(c) Since 1/: UX ~ TUX is a front adjum;tion there is a unique A: TUX ~ TX 
which is T-admissible and satisfies A1/ =;j. Nute that 19i A = Wg) fullows. Also OA 
is the structure map of (X, 0) as (J A is T-admissible and 0 A1/ = X. 
1.2. Proposition. (Continuity of the operations.) Let To be any equational thcory 
generated by some finitary operatiolls of T. Theil: 
(a) If (X, 0) E cST and if(Jk: [T(X)] k ~ Xk is a quotient map (betwccn the 
product topologies) for all finite k. then (X, (J). with the Q topology. is a topological 
To-algebra. (In general. products of quotient maps /Iced Ilot he quotiellt maps. 
However if T admits a group operation or if eJlC1Y lIIodcl is .tillitc then Ok will he a 
quotient map.) 
(b) If w is any k-ary operation of T. for k finite. and if A EO cST thell W is ('0/1-
tinuousfrom Q(Ak) ~ Q(A) (where Ak is the product algebra ill cST Note that 
Q(A k) may fail to be Q(A )k .) 
(c) Each T -algebra is a topological To-algebra using the U-tupology. and is 
Hausdorff 
Remark. The infinitary operations of T are usually not continuous. 
Proof. (a) T(X) is always a topological To-algebra as it is a topological and algebraic 
limit of models which are (discrete) topological To-algebras. Thus the operations of 
To are continuous from [T(X)] k to T(X). If Ok is a quotient map then clearly all 
To-operations are continuous from Xk ~ X (by the naturality of operations). 
If T admits a group operation then a well known argument shows that 0 is an 
open mapping. (Usually the argument is $tated in the presence of Hausdorffness 
which however is not needed.) If 8 is an open onto mapping then Ok is a quotient 
map for all k. 
If every model if finite then the Q topology is always compact, Hausdorff (as 
shown in the proof of 3.1) and every continuous onto map is dosed hence a quo-
tient map. 
(b) Notice that there exists a continuous map from T(Ak) ~ I T(A») k whose 
projections are T(Ak ~ A). But every k-ary operation gives rise to:1 continuous 
map from T(A)" ~ T(A) [as in (a)) hence there exists a continuous map from 
T(Ak) ~ T(A). By taking quotients one can readily show that the operation is 
continuous from Q(Ak) to Q(A). 
(c) Let (X, 0) be a T-algebra, where 8: r(X) ~ X, Then 0' induces a To-structure 
on X (which coincides with t~el1nderlying To-structur~ of i;?(X. 0), see a simil,!!: 
discussion in 1.4). Moreover U(8) is split epi in Top as 1/ is continuous. Hence 8 and 
(fk are quotient maps for all k and the above arguments apply. 
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Since 0 is split epi. U(X) is topologically equivalent to a subspace of T'(X) hence 
is Hausdorff. 
Definition, To = (TO' Tlo- /.10) is a separating triple for I: C'ffl-+ d if each model has 
the structure of a To-algebra; the models are closed under the formation of TO-sub-
algebras and the maps between models are precisely the To-homomorlfisms. In 
more precise terms To is a separating triple for I if I factors as C'ffl-+ el 0 -+ d where 
C'ffl- dTo embeds C'ffl as a full subcategory closed under the formation of To-sub-
algebras, and where d TO - el is the underlying set functor. 
We say that To is finitary if the corresponding equational theory is (Le. if it is 
generated by the finitary operations). 
Notation and remarks. I f To is a separating triple and nEd then we let (n. 1)0 be 
the full subcategory of (n. I) conSisting of those f: n -+ M such that f(lI) generates 
M as a To-algebra (i.e. the extension To(n) -+ M is onto). We observe: 
(1)lffl :n-+MI and12 :n-+M2 arein(II./)oandife:fl-h(thatise:M t -""M2 
and eh = h), then e is onto as its range contains12(n) which generatesM 2. Also e 
is unique as it is determined on fl (II). Thus (II. nO is partially ordered. 
(2) (n. 1)0 is initial in (n. I) and T(n) = lim [(n.l)o -"" el]. Moreover, (n,l)o is always 
small so T(n) exists hence I: C'ffl-+ el is au tomaticaJly tractable if a separa ting triple 
exists. 
(3) Suppose that em. has and I preserves finite products. Let fl : n -"" M I and 12 : n-+M2 
be in (n. I). Let (/\ _ h): n -+ M \ X M 2 be the obvious map. Let M be the To-subal-
gebra generated by the range of (fl' h). Denote by f1 "12: II -+ M the map induced 
by (/1 .12)· Then f1 "h E (II. 1)0 and is the inf of f1 and 12 whenever f\ .f2 E (n. 1)0' 
(4) If ~ E T(n) then the open sets of the form (g)-l(m) for g:n -+ Min (n. 1)0 and 
/1l = (g)(O form a base for the neighborhoods at r (Since T(1l) has the limit topology 
these neighborhoods form a subbase at ~ and they are also closed under finite inter-
sections in view of the construction in (3) above.) This argument clearly applies to 
any filtered topological limit of discrete spaces. 
1.3. Proposition. (Consequences afa separating triple.) Let TO be a separating 
triple fori: C'ffl-+ d (thlls I is tracable by (2) above). Assume that C'ffl has and I 
preserJ'es finite products. Theil: 
(a) There is a natural map t: ~(X) -+ T(X) which has dense range for all XE d, 
If(X. 8) E ciT then (X, Ot) E ci 0 and is the underlying To-algebra of (X. 8). 
(b) If (X. 8) and (Y. l/J) are T-algebras and Q( Y. l/J) is Hausdorff then a T-homo-
morphism from (X. 0) to (Y. l/J) is the same thing as a continuous To-homomor-
phism. 
(e) A closed To-subalgebra of a T-algebra is a T-subalgeb.ra. 
(d) Top f is co-mmplete (as well as complete) so I{): Top T -+ elT has a left adjoint. 
Moreover if QI{) = iJ then <p is a filII embedding. 
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(e) If To is finitary then Top t can be fully embedded iI/to the topological To-
algebras (using the V topology). 
Proof. Since T(X) is a filtered limit of models over (X. 1)0 (which is filtc red by (3) 
above) a basic neighbourhood of ~ E T(X) has the form (g)-I (111) where m = (g)(n 
and g E (X. 1)0' Given g:X ~ M in (X. 1)0 let g: To(X) -> M be the extension (so 
g 770 = g). Define t by (g)t = g for all g E (X. 1)0' Since g is always onto. the range 
of t meets all basic neighbourhoods of each ~ E TX. Thus t has dense range. I t is 
clear that t: To ~ T can be regarded as a natural transformation. Finally we know 
that the underlying To-algebra of TX is To-lim [(X. 1)0 -> c5 To I as limits are pre-
served. Thus t: To(X) -> T(X) and 0 are (underlying) To-homomorphisms. More-
over t 170 = 77 so 0 t 770 = X and Ot is therefore the structure map of the To-algebra 
underlying (X. 8). 
As for (b) if f: (X. 0) ~ (y. tJJ) is a continuous To-homomorphism then fa t = 
tJJ T(f)t so fO = l/I T(f) as t has dense range and Q( Y. tJJ) is Hausdorff. 
As for ~c) let (X. 0) be in c5 T and let A C X he a closed To-subalgehra. Let 
i:A .... X be the inclusion and tJJO : TO(A) ~ A the To-structure map. It suffices to 
show that the range of 0 T(i) is continued in A. Bu t 0 T(i) fA = a l x To(i) = i tJJ (). 
hence 8 T(i) fA has range in A. But the range of 0 TU) fA is dense in the ra nge of 
8TU) (as t A has dense range) and A is clused su that range of 0 T(i) is con taincd in 
A. ~ 
As for (d) we observe that if (X. 0) E Top T then V (X. 0) = X is Hausdorff as it 
is a retract (via :;j' and 0) of T(X). Also A: TU(X) -> T(X) has dense range for the 
same reason tha!.f does. Thus by the ab£ve arguments a V-closed To-suhalgebra ~f 
a T-algebra is a T-subalgebra. Thus Top T has coequalizers for if g. h : Y ~ Z are T-
homomorp_hisms then the set of all e with dense range and eg = eh is a solution set. 
Thus TopT is cocomplete (by [14]) and..p has a left adjoint (by (4) ). 
Also the above arguments show that a T-homomorphism is the same thing as a 
V-continuous TO-homomorphism. So 'P is obviously full if Q..p = V. By construction 
I{! is faithful. 
As for (e) every T-algebra can be regarded as a topological To-algebra by \.2(c). 
The analog of (b) shows that this is a full embedding. q.e.d. 
We are particularly interested in the case when To admits a group operation 
(which will usually be denoted multiplicatively). In this case K is said to be a To-
kernel of X E c5 To if there exists a TO-homomorphism f with K = r 1 (I ) (where I 
denotes the group identity). As usual a To-quotient of X is an (onto) image of X 
in c5 To. Thus a To-quotient of X can be represented as X/K for K a To-kernel. The 
following lemma is useful. 
1.4. Lemma. Let TO be a triple uver c5 which admits a group operation. ThclI the 
notions of To-kernel and To-quutient are defined above and sarislv tile fol/owing 
properties: 
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(a) Let X and Y be Tu'alKebras alld f:X ~ Ya To·homomorphism. If K c:: Y is a 
To·kernel then so is f I (K). Iff is onto and if N c::: X is a To·kernel then so is feN). 
(b) If K alld N are To-kernels of X then so is KN. 
(c) Let X be a topological To·algebra. Then KU is an open To·kcrncl if V is an 
open To-kernel and K is allY TO·kernel. MorcOl'Cr ifK is a closed TO-kernel and if X 
admits a base {V oj of opcn To-kernelneiglzbourhoods of I then K = n K U 0/' 
Proof, Let N be a normal subgroup of the To·algebra X. Then N is a To-kernel iff 
the equivalence relation, mod N, is a To·congruence (i.e. is compatible with every 
operation of To. We are regarding TO as an equational theory). (a) is an immediate 
consequence of this observation, and the argument below. 
As for (b) let w be an n-ary operation of To and let (Xl • ... , XII) and (v l' ... , Y n) 
be n-tuples of X with Xi =)'i mod KN for all i. (Despite our notation we do not as-
sume that II is finite.) Then there exist ki E K and n i EN with Xi = k i 1Ii Yi for all i. 
Let zi = fliYi' then w(xi) = w(zi) as K is a TO-kernel and w(zi) = w(Yi) as N is a To-
kernel. 
(e) is obvious. q.e.d. 
1.5. Proposition, Let To bc a separating triple with a group operatiOIl. Assume that em 
has and I preserves finite products. Then: 
(a) The discrete members of cS I are precisely the TO-:rotients of models. (That 
is if M is any model and K any To-kernels then M/ K E cS the projection M ~ M/ K 
is aT-homomorphism, Q(M/ K) is discrete and every discrete T-algebra is of this 
form.} 
(b) Let (X, 0) E c5 I. (By 1.2 the Q topology makes (X, 0) a topological group,} 
The open To-kernels form a basic system of neighbourhoods at the group identity 
lEX. 
Moreover V c::: X is an open To-kernel iff V is a closed TO-kernel and X/V is To' 
equivalent to a To-quotient of a model, which is true iff V is a T-kernel and X/V is 
T·equivalent to a To-quotient of a model. 
(c) A closed To-kernel of a T-algebra is aT-kernel. 
Remark. I f we increase Cf1l by closing up under the formation of To-quotients, this 
will not change cS I, in view of (a), and will not change the basic neighbourhoods of 
(b) so Q will not be affected either. Note that the hypotheses of this proposition are 
also preserved. Hence we shall often assume that Cf1l is closed under the formation 
of To-quotients in cases when this entails no real loss of generality. Ihen the above 
statements are somewhat simplified. 
Proof. (a) If M is a model and K is a To-quotient of M then M/K E clI, the projection 
M ~ M/ K is a T·homomorphism and Q(M/ K) is discrete in view of the Lemma 1.6, 
below. Conversely, every discrete T-algebra is of this form in view of (b) proven 
below. 
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(b) Let N he a neighbourhood of lEX. Then 0 -I (N) is a neighbourhood of 
I E TX so there exists II: X ..... M with Ker (11) r; 0 1 (N). Thus 0 (Ker (11» C Nand 
(J(Ker (11») is an open To-kernel as (J is an onto, open mapping. Thus the open To' 
kernels are a base at I. 
Next let V C;; X be an open To-kernel. Then 0-- 1 (U) is an open neighbourhood 
of ) E T(X). Using the fact that T(X) is a filtered limit of models there exists 
Ir: X ~ M in (X. 1)0 with Ker (h) C;; 0 -1 (U). Since (II) is onto, (h) 0 1 (U) is a To-
kernel of M by ) .4(a). Let K = (h) (J-I(U). Let p:M"" M/K be the projection, then 
p is a T-homomorphism by (a). Note that Ker p (h) = 0 1 (U) (since Ker p (Ii) = 
(11)-1 (Ir) «(J-I U) and Ker (h) C;; 0 1 (U). Thus V = 0 (Ker p (II) is a T-kernel by ap· 
plying 1.4(a) to T. Hence X/V is equivalent to M/K as they are both quotients of 
TX by the same kernel. 
Conversely let V be a closed To-kernel with X/V To-equivalent to a To-quotient 
of a model. By (c) proved below, V is a T-kernel so X/V EdT. Let I:M/K -+ X/V 
be the To-equivalence where M E em. By (a), M/ K is discrete hence I is continuous. 
Since V is closed and since Q(X/U) has the quotient topology. Q(X/V) is Hausdorff. 
Thus by 1.3(b).[ is a T-homomorphism. Since f is one-one and onto it is a T-equiv-
alence. Thus Q(X/U) = Q(M/K) which is discrete and V is open. The other charac· 
terisation of open To-kernels follows readily. 
(c) Let K be a closed To-kernel of X and let {Va:} be the set of open TO-kernels. 
Then K = nKVu and each KVa: is an open To-kernel (hence a T-kernel) by 1.4(b) 
and (c). By considering products it follows that intersections ofT-kernels are T-
kernels. so K is aT-kernel. q.e.d. 
1.6. Lemma. Let TO be a separating triple and assume that em has and I presen-es 
finite products. Let (X. O) be aT-algebra (thell (X. (J) has a topology supplied by Q 
and an underlying To-stmcture). Let (Y. lbo) be a To-algebra alld f:X .... Y an onto 
To-homomorphism. Assume that the quotient topology on Y induced by f is Haus-
dorff Then there exists a ullique structure map I/; with (Y. 1/;) a T-algebra and fa 
T-homomorphism. It necessarily follows that (Y. 1/;) is compatible with (Y. 1/;0) alld 
that Q(Y. lb} coincides with the quotient topology induced by f (Note that in effect 
this lemma gives sufficient conditions for a TO-.:ongruence to be aT-congruence.) 
Proof. Since f is a To-homomorphism, lbo To(f) = fO f x· Let e: Y .... X be any right 
inverse off(sofe = Y) and define lb = fO T(e}. Then lbty = 1/;0 To(f)To(e) = 1/10' 
Moreover a density argument shows that I/;T(f) = fO. Using this fact and the facts 
thatfand T2(f) are epi (note T2(e) is a right inverse for T2(f)} and the fact that 
(J is a structure map it readily follows that I/; is a structure map. Using I. I (b) the 
lemma follows. q.e.d. 
Added in proof The above Lemma (1.6) was independently obtained by Karl lind-
blad a student of J.F. Kennison. 
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§ 2. Pro-objects and em-objects 
The (dual of the) notion of an em·object was introduced by Appelgate and 
Tierney [1] using "atlases". An em ·object was shown to be the same thing as aT-
algebra which is a limit of models (by dualizing [1] ). A pro-object for em was 
described in [2] pp. 154-166. To within categorical equivalence, the pro-objects 
can be regarded as the category of all small filtered limits of representable in 
(em, d lOP (that is certain colimits in (em, d». We shall regard em c;:: Pro-objects by 
identifying ME em with the corresponding representable em~M. -) E (em, d )Op. 
For emphasis limits in the category of pro-objects shall be denoted by "pro-lim". 
If {Mi} is filtered then each map pro-lim {Mi} ~ M must factor through a projec-
tion as pro-lim {Mi}~ Mi ~ M. Moreover suppose that the diagram {Mi }arises ex-
plicitly as l1: D ~ M (where Mi = l1 (i)). Suppose that f: pro-lim il - M has two 
factorizations f= fl Pi and f= 12Pj through projections Pi and Pj' Then there exists 
kED and d 1 : k ~ i, d l : k ~ j in D such that fl (d l ) = 12 (d 2 )· (Conversely this 
condition impliesf1P; = 12Pj-) From this it is possible to obtain a purely formal de-
finition of the pro-objects as formed filtered limits (see [2] ). 
We wish to know when the category of em-objects is equivalent to the category 
of pro-objects for em. In this section we show that this question is closely related to 
the question of when Q preserves limits of models. In the next section we give some 
conditions which imply that Q preserves limits of models. 
We proceed to discuss pro-objects and to introduce some definitions which are 
technically useful. Following [I] , observe that there is a lifted singular function 
s: d T ~ (em, d lOP given by s-(A) = dT(A. -). This functor generally has a right 
adjoint rand r s gives rise to the lifted model induced triple r == (t, 11 , J1) on d T. 
(Thus f (A) = lim [(A. 7) ~ d T] etc. r exists if this limit exists which is true if em 
is small or if there is a separating triple for I.) We now rephrase our question as: 
"When is s a full embedding of the em-objects onto the pro-objects or onto some 
special class of pro-objects?" 
In order to get a reasonable answer to this question we would like s to at least 
preserve the models. That is s (M) must be can_onically etuivalent to the represent-
able, em (M. - ). This happens precisely when 1 : em. ~ d is full and faithful (which 
is usually true, for example the existence of a separating triple guarantees it). When 
7 is full and faithful we shall identify sCM) with em(M. -) for all models M. 
2.1. Proposition. Let 1 be full and faithful. Then the following statemen ts are equiv-
alent: 
(1) s fully and faithfully embeds the category of em-objects into pro·em (the 
category of pro-objects). 
(~) Every em-obj:ct N can be represented as N = T-lim Mi where {M4 is filtered 
and s (N) = pro-lim s (M;) (recall that Tlim Mi is the limit of {Mi} in d and pro-
lim s (Mi) is the limit in Pro-crTlj. 
Moreover. either of the above equivalent statements imply that f is idempotent and 
f reflects cST onto the em-objects. 
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Proof. (I) => (2): Assume that s is such an embedding, and let N be an em -objl:ct. 
Then seN) E Pro-C}f{ so seN) = pro-lim s (Mi ). Since s is full and faithful it follows 
that N = T-lim Mi' 
(2) => (1): If X is a T-algebra and M E em then s maps dT(X. M) into the set of 
natural transformations from ct!(M. -) to dT(X.-). By Yoneda's lemma (in cffect) 
it follows that the action ofs on the hom set ciT(X. M) is one-to-one and onto. 
Moreover, if N is a limit of models and s preserves this limit then s is still one-to-
one and onto on the hom set d T (X. N). Thus (2) implies that s is full and faithful 
and also that s maps each ')1(-object into a pro-object. 
Finally, if N is an C)1l-object and N = T-lim Mi with s (N) = pro-lim seMi) thcn every 
map from N into a model must factor through a projection (as this is true in Pro-C)?(). 
This means that the projections are initial in the comma category (N. I) so that 
f(N) = lim (N.l) = lim Mi = N. (j.e.d. 
Remarks. The next proposition will extend 2.1. We must find some technical re-
marks and definitions concerning different types of limits. Recall that a To-algebra 
M has d. c.c. for To-subalgebras if every strictly descending chain M ( -:J M 2 :::> ... of 
To-subalgebras is necessarily finite. This is equivalent to the millimum (,()fldilioll ji)r 
To-subalgebras (that every filtered family of TO-subalgebras has a smallest member). 
Remark (1), If To is a separating triple for')1( and if the C)1l-objects = pro-objects 
(via s) then each M E C)1l has d.e.c. for To-subalgebras. For assume M( :J. M2 :::> '" 
are TO-subalgebras of M. Let Moo = (1M n and let (n> : Moo .... Mil be the inclusion. 
We also let (m. n> : Mm .... Mil be the inclusion for m ~ fl. Then Moo = lim Mil in 
the category ofC)1l-objects. hence also in the category of pro-objects as s is an equiv-
alence. Therefore the identity map Moo : Moo .... M"" must factor as r (11 > for some 
r :Mn .... Moo (as this is true in pro-objects,) Clearly (n> r(lI> = Mil (11) hem:e (11 > rand 
Mil must be equalized by some map in the diagram, that is (/I> r(m. II> = Mil <m.1l > 
for some m ~ n (as this happens in pro-objects). This implies Mill = Moo . 
We can avoid the d.c.c. for subalgebras if we wish to establish l:onditions for the 
weaker statement that C)1l-objects = Regular pro-objects (via' s·). Regular pro-objects 
are defined below and from the largest possible class of pro-objects in which Cf!{-
objects can be embedded. As we shall show, given d.c.c. for subalgebras, all pro-
objects are regular. 
Definition. Let I: em. .... d be given. Let D be a filtered category. A diagram 
.l : D .... ')1( is regular if (in addition to being filtered) .l (d) is onto for alll11orphi~llls 
dol' D (that is l.l(d) is onto for all such d). A regular limit is the limit 0 f a regular 
diagram. We are interested in regular limits in ciT and also in pro-objects. A regular 
pro-object is a regular limit of representables (i.e. we regard C)1l c::: (C)?(, cl )OP). 
Remark (2). If.l: D .... ')1( is regular then we may as well assume that D is partially 
ordered with i -:; j iff there exists d : i .... j, Thus if we were to take the dual of D and 
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allow ~ to become contravariant. then DOP is directed and ~ would be a classical 
inverse limit system all of whose maps are onto. But we do not do this. All functors 
and diagrams are cm'ariallf here . To prove t he assert ion note that if d, d' : i -+ j are 
morphisms of D then there exists e with de = d'e hence ~(d) = ~(d') as A(e) is 
onto. We can thus identify d and d' without affecting the value of lim A in ciT or 
in pro-objects. 
Remark (3 J. Let To he a separating triple and let every ME em have d.c.c. for To-
subalgebras. Then every pro-object would he regular. Given a filtered diagram 
A: D -+cm. for each i E Diet A'(i) be the smallest To-subalgebra of A (i) which is 
the image of some model AU) under some map ~(d). Then A' is regular and 
lim A = lim A' is obvious for cI T and not difficult to show for pro-objects. 
Remark (4 J. Let em have and I preserve ~'inite products and let To be a separating 
triple. Then every em-object can be represented as a regular limit of models. If 
X = lim {M" la E A}, let M F = Illn [M" I a E F} for each finite subset F ~ A. Let 
Mf.. be the image of X in M F' Then {Mf.-} is a regular diagram in em with FI <; F2 
iff FI ~ F2, and the obvious maps. Moreover X = lim Mf. .. 
We need the following definition for technical reasons. 
Definition. A regular diagram {M;} of models is T-regular if every projection 
p(X-+M; is onto where X= lim M; in dT. (It obviously suffices to let X = limMi 
in c5 or in c5 To if To is a separating triple in order to test for T-regularity.) A T-
regular diagram is dearly regular. 
Let I: em ..... cST be fuJI and faithful. Then a pro-object F is a T-regular pro-object 
if F = pro-lim sCM;) in (em. cI lOP where {Mi} is T-regular. 
Remark (5). The reason for the above definition is that. as we show in the proposi-
tion below, the T-regular pro-objects are the largest class of pro-objects in which s 
can embed the em-objects. Thus we have sharpened our comments about regular 
pro-objects. Also the T-regular pro·objects often have a nice topological representa-
tion (see ~.4). 
It would be interesting to know for which triples T does regular imply T-regular. 
It is definitely not true for all T as it is not true for the identity triple (i.e. it is not 
true for sets as shown by Henkin in [10] ). I t is true in compact spaces and in the 
linearly compact triples as can be shown by the arguments in Section 3. We do not 
know if it is true for groups. Collecting our remarks we have 
2.2. Proposition. Assume that em. has and I preserves finite products and that To is 
a separating triple. Then: 
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(a) Ifs : ern. -objects --+ Pro-objects is an embedding of the ern. -objects in to a jilll 
subcategory then the range ols is contained in the T-reglliar pro-objects alld is pre-
cisely the T-regular pro-objects iffs preserves T-regular limits. 
(b) If {MJ is T-regular and X = T-Iim {M;} thell i"(X) = pro-lim .~(M;) iJlevery 
map X --+ M Eern.facturs as X ~ M; --+ M (through a projection). (If {M;}isfiltered 
this condition is stillllecessary.) 
(c) Every em-object is the limit of a T-regular diagram. 
(d) s : ern.-objects --+ Pro-objects is an equivalence of categories iJl the condition 
in (b) holds for all T-regular diagrams; eve~v regular diagram (of models) is T-reglilar 
and each model has d.c.c. for To-subalgebras. 
Proof. We prove (b) first. Let .1: D ~ cm be T-regular and let X = T-lim.1. Assume 
that every map X ~ ME ern. factors as X --+ M; ~ M for some i E D, where Mi = .1(i) 
and X ~ M; is the projection. We claim that seX) takes on the same values (as a 
functor in (em, cS lOP) as the functor pro-lim {sCM;)}. This boils down to showing 
that if flP; = hPj (where i, JED and Pi> Pj are projections) then there exists kED, 
and mapd l :k --+ i, d2 : k ~ j withf\ ~(d\) == f2~(d2)' 
But asD is filtered there exist k. d t • d2 such that .1(d\ )Pk = Pi and .1 (d2)Pk = 
Pi' Thenfl.1(d 1 )Pk = h.1(d I )Pk and Pk is epi as .1 is T-regular. The necessity in 
(b) is trivial. (c) is a consequence of the construction in Rema rk (4). As for (a) Ie t 
N== T-limM; and assume seN) = pro-lim sCM;) where {Mil is filtered. Let M'; = 
image of N under the projection N ~ Mi' Then {M';} is T-regular and N = T-hm {M';} 
and s preserves this limit by (b). (The necessary condition for s to preserve {M;} im-
plies the sufficient condition for s to preserve {M'J) Thus s(N) is aT-regular pro-
object. By 2.1 the range ofs is contained in the T-regular pro-objects. If the range 
of s is the T-regular pro-objects and if {Mi} is a T-regular diagram then s (lim M;) is 
the limit (in the range of i) of {S(M;)} which must be the pro-lim s"(M;) as this pro-
limit is in the range ofs. The converse follows from (c) and 2.1. 
Finally (d) is a consequence of (a), 2.1 and Remarks (I) and (3). q.e.d. 
We shall now relate the above notions to the case when Q preserves limits of 
models. First we need: 
2.3. Proposition. (Consequences of Q preserving limits of models.) Let ern. have and 
I preserve finite products and let To be a separating triple. Assume that Q preserves 
limits of models. Then: (a} T is idempotent and its range, the em-objects. is thus a reflective subcategory 
ofd . 
(b)An Crf(-object is precisely a closed To-subalgebra ofa product of models. Hach 
such closed suba/gebra is given the relative topology by Q. 
(c) The rest!i.,ction QIC'f1l-objects has .pF as left adjoint. This pair of adjoint fUllc-
tions generate T on Top. Thus there is a comparison functor 
T : em-objects ~ Top T . 
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Moreover, using..p and T one can regard: 
em-objects ~ TopT ~ ciT. 
(d) Q..p= u. 
Proof. (a) Let X = lim Mi be an em-:lbject and let~: X -4> reX) be the unit off at X. 
By construction of r(X) there exists a retraction 0 : reX) -- X. Since 1/ and 0 are 
T-homomorphisms they are Q-continuous hence 1/(X) is closed in the Q-topology 
on r(X). But 11(X) is dense in the limit topology (by using the type of argument 
used in 1.4). By hypothesis, we see i](X) = r(X) hence X = r(X) and T is idempot-
ent. The rest of (a) is obvious. 
(b) Let X ~ rIMa: 10 E A be a closed To-subalgebra of a product of models. Let 
D be the class of all finite subsets F <:;;; A partically ordered by F 1 <::: F 2 iff F I J F 2' 
(Then D happens to be filtered.) Given FED let MF be the projection of X on 
lIMa: 10 E F . Let L = T-lim {MF} then we can construct L so that Xr;L <:;;;DMa:. 
By the now familiar argument. X is dense in L but X is closed so X = 1.. Thus X is 
an em-object. (Note that in view of the hypothesis the topologies on Land n M(k 
are unambigious.) The converse is obvious. 
(c) Let X E Top be given..:..,Then [(X) is aT-limit of l!!..odels a~d since Q<.P pre-
serves limits of models, Q..pF(X) = T(X). We claim that 11: X -> T(X) is a front ad-
junction. Let N ~lim Mi be an em-object and let II:X -> Q(N) be,.S0ntinuous. By 
c~struction of T(X) there exists a unique T-homomorphlsm f: T(Xl-- N such that 
fTl = II (by considering projections). It follows from this proof that T is the triple 
generated by the adjointness between ..pF and QI (em-objects). Hence the comparison 
function T exists. The last part of (c) is the statement that ..p is a full embedding 
(which will follow from 1.4(d) and 2.3(d) (proven below» and that..pT is the inclu-
sion if em-objects into cI T. But ..p and T both preserve models and hoth preserve 
limits (as they are compfrison fl!.!}ctions). Hence ..pTP.reserves em·object,t 
(d) Let (X, OlE Top. Then T(X) has an unamblglOus topology. 0 : T(X)-4> X is 
a quotient map (onto !be U topology) since O:r, = x. BULe in Q-continuous so every 
Q-open subset of X is V-open. On the other hand e \ is V·continuous. £,ut by defini-
tion is a quotient map from T(X) onto Q(X. e \) = Q..p (X. 0). Thus a V-open subset 
is Q-open. q.e.d. 
Definition. Let To be a finitary triple over cI which admits a group operation. Then 
the notion of a complete topological To-algebra is clear (using the usual notion of a 
complete topological group). 
I f em is any collection of (discrete ) To ·algebras we say that the topological To-
algebra. X. is em-generated if X has a basic system of neighbourhoods {U a:} at I 
such that each Va: is an open To-kernel and X/Va is algebraically eqUivalent to a 
member of em. 
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2.4. Lemma. LetC'f1l and To be as in the above definition and assume that em has 
and 1 preserves finite products. Then the category ofT-regular pro·objects is equiv' 
alent to the category of T-regular limits (in the category of topological To·algebras) 
of discrete models. This is precisely the category of complete. Hausdorff. em·gene· 
rated topological To-algebras. 
Proof. Let {Mi} be a T-regular diagram of models. Let IimMi be the limit in topo· 
logical To-algebras (so that it has the limit topology). Let /: lim Mi ---> M he a con-
tinuous To-homomorphism. Then Ker f is open so there exists a projection Pi with 
Ker Pi c; Ker f(as {Ker Pi}is a base at I). Thus/factors through Pi as Pi is onto. 
The proof of 2.2(b) now applies. 
If X is complete and Hausdorff and has a base {U cJ of open To-kemc Is with 
X/V", E em then {X/V",} is a T-regular diagram whose limit is X. q.c.d. 
2.5. Proposition. Assume that C'f!{ has and I preserves jinite products. Let To be a 
finitary separating triple which admits a group operation. FlIrther. for colII'enience 
(see 1.5) assume that the models are closed under the formation of To-quo tiell ts. 
Then: 
(a) The I-regular pro-objects is equivalent to the category of complete T·algebras. 
(b) If Q preserves limits of models. then the following five categories are colloni· 
caUy equivalent (see 2.2)."..2.3(c) and (a) above): 
em-objects '" cumplete T-algebras 
= cumplete, HausdorffT-algebras 
= T-regular pro-objects 
= complete. Hausdorff. C}T(-generated To-algebras. 
(c) Conversely. if em-objects = T-regular pro-ubjects (via s) then Q preserve.l· 
limits of models. 
Proof. (a) The proof of 1.5(b) can be applied to show that all T-algebras arc C}T(. 
generated (the additional use of 1.3(e) I!!akes this easier to see),/Y \.3(e) and 2.4 
and the observation thaLall models are T-algebras and that Top has all limits, 
which are preserved by U. (a) follows. 
(b) It easily follows from 2.4, 1.3(b) and (a) above. that all five of these categories 
are equivalent to the category of complete, Hausdorff. C'f!{-generated topological To' 
algebras. That these equivalence are "canonical" follows from noting that all of the 
equivalence ,preserve the models and limits and the topology (by 2.3( d) and the fact 
that Q and U preserve topological limits of models). That the C}T(-objects are equiv· 
alent to the T-regular pro-object via s follows from 2.3(a). 2.2 and the proof of 2.4. 
(c) Conversely, assume that the C}T(-objects are equivalent to the T-regular pro· 
objects via S. Then the condition in 2.2(b) holds for every T-regular diagram. 
Now let X = T-lim {M,.}. Claim that Q(X) = Top·lim {M,.}. We may as well assume 
that {M;} is T-regular (as we can replace {M;} by the diagram {M'p} used in Remark 
(4) without changing X or the limit topology. By construction {M'p} is I-regular). 
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By I.S(b), Q(X) is the smallest topology rendering each T-homomorphism X -+ M 
continuous. By assumption each such X -+ /'1'/ factors as X -+ Mi -+ M where X -+ M; 
is a projection. Hence Top-lin {Ali }renders each such X -+ M continuous and the 
claim follows (e.g. by l.1(b». q.e.d. 
§ 3_ The compact and linearly compact cases 
Definition. Following Manes 116, p. 1041 we say that a full subcategory B ~ cST is 
a Birkhoff subcategory of cST if B is closed under the formation of products, T-sub-
algebras and T-quotients. ~anes proves that Birkhoff subcategories are tripleable 
over d. Conversely, if cST is a full tripleable subcategory of cST and if the induced 
map T(X) -+ T'(X) is onto for all X then dT' is a Birkhoff sUbcategory. From an 
equational point of view, a Birkhoff subcategory is determined by equational iden-
tities (so that the Birkhoff subcategory is the class of all algebras satisfying the iden-
tities). In the category of rings, for example, the subcategory of all commutative 
rings is the Birkhoff subcategory determined by the identity xy = yx. 
3.1. Theorem (the compact case). LetC'f!l haJle alld I presen'e fillite products. Let To 
be a finitary separating triple and assume that Cl'e(I' model is fillite. Then cST is the 
smallest Birkhofj'subcalegory (containillg file modeJ:) of the compact. Hausdorff 
To·algebras. Moreover Q preserves limits and Q.p = U lIence t{J is a fidl embedding. 
Fillallv: 
C'f!l:objects = Pro-objects c: T opT c cS T 
If To admits a group operation these categories coincide. 
Proof. Since the category C of compact Hausdorff To-algebras is equational (see [161) 
and contains the models, there exists a limit preserving forgetful functor v: cST ... c 
(by definition of the equational completion or since every operation of C is an ope-
ration of cS T). If (X, 8) E cST then V(8): VT(X) -+ VX is a closed mapping hence a 
quotient map so the C-topology on VX is precisely Q(X. 0). Thus, by 1.3(b), V is a 
full embedding. Moreover if Fe: cS -+ C is the free functor then by I A( c) the cano-
nical map Fc(X) -+ T(X) is dense hence onto. Thus cST is a Birkhoff subcategory 
and clearly the smallest one containing the models by the fact that cST is an equa-
tional completion. By l.I(b) the Q-topology on a T-limit is at least as big as the 
topological limit but b0l!' are compact, Hausdorff hence they coincide. Thus Q 
preserves limit so Q..p = U by 2.3(d) and t{J is a full embedding by 1.3(d). 
It remains to show that C'f!l-objects = Pro-objects in view of 2.3(c). (The state-
ment concerning the case when To has a group operation is a special case of Theo-
rem 3.3 proved below.) Using 2.2(b) let i~I, be T-regular and let X = Tlilll M,. Let 
f: X -+ M be given. Each x E X has a neighbourhood of the form p. I (Ill.) on which 
I I f is constant as M is discrete. Using compactness and filteredness there exists a pro-
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jection P; such that [is constant on all sets of the form Pi) (m). Since P; is onto. 
[factors through Pi by considering congruence relations. 
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We shall pursue 2.2(d). Note that T is idempotent by 2.3(a) and d.cc. for T(r 
subalgebras of models is trivial as all models are finite. Thus it suffices to show that 
if M; is regular then it is T-regular. By a previous remark we may as well aSSllme 
that i varies in a filtered. partially ordered set. Let X = T-Iim M; and let p;: X --. M; 
be the projection. Regard X ~ [lM; and let Pi:[ 1M; ~ M; be the projection for the 
product. For each d :Mj ~ Mk in the diagram. let: 
Then Ad is closed and we can regard X = II Ad' Let io and m E Mio be chosen. 
Then (PiO)-l(m) IIAd has f.Lp. (as can readily be shown by using the fact that 
the diagram is filtered). By compactness of n Mi there is an x in the intersection so 
x E n Ad = X and Pio(x) = m. Hence the projections are onto. q.e.d. 
Definition. Let To be a finitary triple over sets which admits a group operation. 
Then a To-kernel coset is a set of the form Ux where U is a To·kernel. The notion 
of a topological To-algebra is well known. A topological To·algebra is lincar~v COIll-
pact if every family of closed TO-kernel cosets with f.i.p. (finite intersection proper· 
ty) has non·void intersection. 
Notice that a discrete To-algebra is linearly compact if it has d.c.c. for To·kernels. 
The converse is not true (see [I 8]). The term "pseudocompact" is used for a special 
case of linear compactness in [5] . 
Definition. To is a nomal separating triple for I: em. ~ cS if To is a finitary triple 
with a group operation; the models are closed under To·quotients (see 1.5); and em. 
has and I preserves finite products. 
I: em. ~ cS satisfies the linearly compact conditions (abreviated LC'e) with respect 
to To if To is a normal separating triple and each M E em. is linearly compact in the 
discrete topology. 
Definition. Let TO admit a group operation. Let em. be a given class of (discrete) To-
algebras. Let X be a topological To·algebra. Then X is strongly em-generated if it is 
C)7l-generated and if K ~ X is open whenever K is a closed To·kernel with X/K alge· 
braically equivalent to some M EC)7l. 
Remarks. Linearly compact modules have often been examined in the literature 
(e.g. see [5,12,13,18], however their triple ability properties over cS and sometimes 
Top seem not to have been established before). It is convenient here to list some of 
the elementary results that extend to the general case of To·algebras and which are 
useful below or in considering examples. 
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(I) Discrete linearly compact To-algebras are closed under the format ion of finite 
products and To-quotients, but not necessarily under the formation of To-subalge-
bras. (In fact, infinite nested intersections of linearly compact To-subalgebras need 
not be linearly compact.) 
(2) Hausdorff linearly compact To-algebras having a base of open To-kernels at I 
are closed under the formation of regular limits and arbitrary products and To-quo-
tients (by closed To-kernels). 
(3) If em is any full subcategory of discrete linearly compact To-algebras then, 
forC}1('generated, Hausdorff topological To·algebras, completeness is equivalent to 
linear compactness. Also the complete (or linearly compact) Hausdorffem·generated 
topological To-algebras are category equivalent to the regular pro·objects for em. 
These remarks can easily be proved either by generalizing the proofs in [12] and 
(I8] or by using the methods in this section. We shall however sketch the proofs. 
If A and B are discrete, linearly compact To·algebras, let r:J be a maximal filter of 
To·kernels cosets of A X B. Let '7A = {p A (F) I FE '7}. There exists a E II '7A hence 
PA -] (a) E '7 as it meets all members of '7 and '7 is maximal. Similarly there exists 
bE B with PB -] (b) E '7 so (a. b) Ell r:J. Thus A X B is linearly compact. A similar 
argument (replacing p A (F) by its closure) can be used to prove (2). Alternatively 
one can generalize the proof of 3.13. Most of (3) follows from 2.4 (that regular lim· 
its are T.regular is essentially known and also proved as 3.11 below). That linear 
compactness implies completeness follows since maximal filters containing small 
sets have subfilters of closed TO·kernel cosets. 
Remark. Several of the other interesting properties for linear compactness (cf. [18]) 
can be generalized to To·algebras. Also some of the lemmas below such as 3.9, 3,10, 
3.12 and 3.14 can be generalized to Hausdorff linearly compact To·algebras haVing 
a base of open To·kernels. 
3.2. Theorem (the linearly compact case). Assume that I: em '"" cS satisfies LCC with 
respect to TO' Then: 
(a) cS T is equivalent (using the Q·topology) to the category of strongly C}1('gene-
rated complete. HausdorffTo·algebras. Every member of cST is linearly compact. 
Mo,eover T is the identity triple on cS T so that cS T = !I'--objects. 
(b) TopT = Regular Pro-objects. Alternatively. Top is equivalent (using the U-
topology) to th~category of em-generated complete Hausdorff Tj'algebr@'. Every 
member of TopT is linearly compacf Note that we can regard cS ~ TopT ~ 
Top To·algebras. In this case I.{!: Top.,.. < -+ cST is a coreflective functor (that is the right 
adjoint of the inclusion cST -+ Top T). explicitly I.{! preserves the UnderlYiff To·al· 
A gebra strncture and simply increases the number of open sets. If X E Top then 
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the set of all closed To-kernels K such that X/K is algebraically a model becomes a 
base at I for IP(X). The case when IP is a category equivalence is discussed in 3.3. 
(c) A is a T-subalgebra of X E ciT Iff A is a closed To-subalgebra (in the Q-topo-
logy). (Q(A) may presumably fail to be the relative topology, but see 3.3.) 
3.3. Theorem (the d.c.c. case). Let TO be a normal separating triple j()r I: em. -.. cI. 
Assume that each model has d.c.c. with respect to To-kernels (thus LCC is satisfied). 
Then (in addition to the results of 3.2): 
(a) IP is a category equivalence. 
(b) Q preserves all limits. 
(c) If A ~ X is a T-subalgebra then Q(A) has the relative topology. 
(d) QIP = U. (Thus ciT is tripleable over Top via Q.) 
(e) If f:A -+ B is an onto T-homomorphism then fadmits a continuous sectioll 
(that is Q(t) is a split epiJ. This was proved by Serre [171 for pro-finite groups and 
by Brumer [5], for pseudocompact modules (see Example 4.3). 
Moreover if To is a normal separating triple, then (b) and (d together imp(v the d.e.£". 
assumption on To-kernels. This d.c.c. assumption is. in the presenJe ofLCC equiv-
alent to (a), (b) and (d), individual/yo 
The proofs of 3.2 and 3.3 shall be postponed until we establish some lemmas 
concerning certain regular limits of models. For technical reasons we set up the fol-
lowing notation and definitions. 
Notation. In what follows D shall always denote a small, filtered. partially ordered 
category and ~: D ..... em. shall be regular. If g E D then we generally let M g = ~ (g) 
and if g':;' h in D then the induced map M g -+ M h shall be denoted as 0 (g, h) or just 
o if there is no danger of confusion. 
The canonical projection Iim~ ..... Mg shall be denoted by (g). This ex tends the 
notation for the important case where D = (X, 1)0 and ~ is chosen so that 
lim ~ = T(X) etc. 
Definition. Let ~: D -+ em be as above. Given g, h ED and a E Mil we choose 
k':;' g, h and let 01 = o(k, h) and 02 = o(k, g). We define T g,ll(a) = 02(5 I --I (a». 
Then Tg,h(a) c;;, Mg is independent of the choice of k. (For b E Mg is in T g,h(a) iff 
there exists x EM k with 0 \ (x) = a and 0 2(x) = b. If k' .:;, k then there ex ists su.:h 
an x EMk iff there exists a suitable x' EMk' as 0 :Mk' -.. Mk is onto. Since D is fil-
tered, given kl and k2 there exists k'':;' kl' k2 and the independence of the choice 
of k is obvious.) 
We note that if ~ E lim ~ and (M(n = a and (g)(n = b then bET f{.I/(a). We shall 
establish a general result which proves the converse. 
Definition. Let ~:D -+ em. be as above. Then (H, 'Y) is a ~-prescription (or simply a 
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prescription) if H <; D and if'Y is a function such that 'Y(h) E Mh for all II E H. We 
call (HO' 'Yo) a subprescription of (H, 'Y) [and (H. 'Y) an extension of (HO' 'YO)] if 
HO <; Hand 'Y 1Ho = 'YO' A solution of (H, 'Y) is a point ~ E lim ~ such that (M(n = 
'Y(h) for all h E H. 
(H, 'Y) is consistenT if it has a solution and is finitely consistent if every finite sub-
prescription is consistent. 
Definition, Let (H. 'Y) be a ~-prescription and let g ED be given. Then we define 
f(g) = n {1 g,h(a) Ih E H. a = 'Y(h)}. 
We say that (H. 'Y) is formally consistent if .y(g) "* f/) for all g E D. We call (H, 'Y) 
finitely formally consistent jf every finite subprescription is formally consistent. 
Observe that a (finitely) consistent prescription in (finitely) formally consistent. 
Definition. ~:D ..... em is very regular jf (~is regular and) D has infs (denoted g A h) 
and the induced map ~(g A h) ..... ~(g) X ~ (h) is one-one. (For example if D = (X. /)0 
and T(X) = lim~ etc. then ~ is very regular, see discussion preceeding 1.3 assuming 
there exists a well-behaved To.) 
Definition. Let ~ : D ..... c-m. be very regular. Then the ~-prescription (H. 'Y) is A-closed 
if h\ A h2 E H whenever "l' h2 E Hand 'Y(h! A h2) is the unique elemen t of 
~(h! A h 2) which maps into ('Y(h 1)' 'Y(h 2» E ~(hl) X ~(h2)' 
Most of the following lemmas have straightforward proofs which are omitted or 
sketched. 
3.4. Lemma. Let ~:D ..... c-m. be very regular. If (H. 'Y) is A-closed then (H. 'Y) is fin i-
te(v formally consistent. 
3.5. Lenuna. Given LCC. a finitely formally consistent diagram is formally consis-
tent. (Note 1 K.,,(a) is a TO-kernel coset by applying 104.) 
3.6. Lemma. LeT f, g. h ED withf'5,g. Leta EM". Then 0 :Mf ..... Mg maps 1[,,(a) 
onto 1 g,h(a). Therefore if(H. 'Y) is a prescription and f'5, g then 0 map f(f) into 
.y(g). 
3.7. Lemma. Assume LCC and that ~:D ..... c-m. is very' regular. Let (H. 'Y) be ,,-closed 
and let f'5, g. Then [) map .y(f) onto .y(g). 
Proof. Given s E f(g) then [) -\ (s) n 1 f,h(a) (where h E H and a = 'Y(h» has f.i.p. 
(by 3.6 and as H has finite infs). Apply Lee. q.e.d. 
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3.8. Lemma. Assume LCC and that ~:D -+ rm. is l'e~l' regular. Let (H. 1') be A-c/osed. 
Let g ED and b E f(g) be given. Let G = {g 1\ h I II E H} u {g} u H. Theil there exists .' 
a unique {3 such that (G. (3) is a A-closed extensioll of (H. 'Y) and ~(g) = b. 
Proof. Given h EHlet 8 1 :~(g I\h) -+ ~(g) and 8 2 :~(g 1\11) ~ .l(h). By 3.7 there 
exists x E.y(g 1\ h) such that 8) (x) = b. Then 8 2{x) must be r(lI) (by 3.6) and x is 
uniquely determined as ~ is very regular. Define (3(g 1\ It) = x. Since x is determined 
by .s) (x) = b we see that this definition is unambigious in case g 1\ It = g 1\ (It'). By 
the same argument if we further define (3(g) = band (J(Il) = 'Y(h) for II E H we see 
that {3 is still well-defined and (G. (3) is I\-closed. 
3.9. Lemma. Assume LCC and that ~:D"'" crtl is ve~l' regular. Then ('ve~1' A-c/osed 
prescription is consistent. 
Proof. Let (H, 1') be I\-closed. By Zorn's Lemma there exists a maximal A-closed ex-
tension (H*, 1'*). By 3.8 we seen that H* = D hence 1'* defines a membcr of lim ~ 
which is a solution of (H. 1). q.c.d. 
3.10. Lemma. Assume LCC (and let ~:D""'crtl be regular). Then eJie(v fillite(v COII-
sistent ~-prescription is consistent. 
Proof. Given hi' ... , hn ED choose f~ h; for i = I, ... ,11 and let ~(n ..... ~(h) X ... 
.. , X ~(hn) be the obvious map. Then the image of ~(f) is independent of the 
choice of f(for the same reason that T g.h(a) i< independent of the choice of k). 
We now extend D to D' by adjoining formal finite infs to D and extend ~ to~' 
so that ~'(hl 1\ ... 1\ hn) is the above defined image of ~(f). Then D is initial in D' 
so lim ~ = lim~' and ~' : D' ..... em is very regular by construction. 
If (H. 1') is a finitely consistent ~-prescription then (H. 1') can readily he extended 
to a A-cJosed ~'-prescription which is consistent by 3.9. Thus (H. 1) is consistent. 
q.e.d. 
3.11. Corollary. Assume LCe. Then every regular diagram is T-regular. 
Proof. Using Remark (2), preceeding 2.2, it suffices to show that the rcgular diagram 
~:D -+ em is T-regular where D is partiaJly ordered. Let h ED and a E: M" be given. 
Let H = {h} and a = 1 (h). Then (H. 1') is a I\-closed prescription for the ex tendcd 
diagram~' :D' -+ em constructed above. By 3.9 there exists ~ E limA' such that 
(M(n = a so ~ is T-regular. q.e.d. 
Definition. Given LCe then the T(X)-diagram (for XEd) shall refer to the canoni-
cal functor (X, /}o ..... crtl. This diagram is very regular (see the discussion proceding 
1.3). A prescription for this diagram shall be called a T(X)-prescriptiol/. 
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3.12. Proposition. Assume LCe. Let (X. 0) E cST and let H be a set ofT-homomor-
phisms from X into models. For each h:X ..... M in H let r(h) EM. If(H. r) is fini-
tely cunsistent (i.e. gil'en HO ~ H. a linite subset. there exists x E X with hex) :; 
-y(h) lor all h EHo) then (H. -y) is consistent (i.e. there exists x EX with h(x):; 
-y(h) for all h EH). 
Proof. We may as well assume that each h E H is onto. Then H ~ (X, 1)0 and (H. -y) 
may be regarded as a T(X)-prescription. If x E X is such that hex) :; 'Y(h) for all 
II EHo then (h)(1](x» = 'Y(h) for all II EHo so (H. -y) is obviously finitely consistent. 
By 3.10 there exists r E T(X) with (II >(n = -y(h) for all h E H. Theil x :; 0 (n has the 
desired property. (Note (h> = he since h is a Thomomorphism for all hE H.) q.e.d. 
3.13. Proposition. Assume LCe. Let (X. 0) E clT. Then (using the Q-topology) 
(X. e) is a linearly compact To-algebra. It follows that (X, e) is complete from the 
remark preceeding Theorem 3.2. 
Proof. By 1.2. (X. 0) with the Q-topology can be regarded as a topological To-algebra. 
Let {V;} be a collection of closed TO-kernels of X and assume that the eosets {V;x;} 
have f.i.p. We must show n{uix;he 0. Since each closed To-kernel is an intersection 
of open To-kernels (see 1.4 which applies in view of I.S(b» it clearly suffices to as-
sume that each V; is an open To-kernel. By I.S(b) it follows that X/V = Mi is a mod-
el. Let h;: X ..... M; be the corresponding projection. Let H:; {hi} and r (h;) :; h;(x;). 
Then (H. -y) satisfies the hypotheses of 3.12 as finite consistency is here equivalent 
to the f.i.p. condition. The conclusion of 3.12 implies n {V;x;} * 0. q.e.d. 
3.14. Lemma. Assume LCe. Let (X. 0) and (Y, 1J;) be T-algebras with (X. 0) = 
TlimM; (a limit 01 models). Let g:(X. 0) ..... (Y, 1J;) be a T-homolllOrphism. Then 
Ker g is clused in the limit topology un X. 
Proof. We first claim that Ker g = 0 (Ker Tg). For if ~ E Ker Tg then gee n = 
1J; (Tg) (n:; I hence 0 en E Ker g. Conversely, let x E Ker g. Then x :; 0 (1) x(1J 1 )-1 ) 
and 1)x(1J 1)-1 E Ker Tg as (Tg)1)x :; 1Jy (gx) and (Tg)(1) 1 )-1 = [1]y (g I)] -1 and 
gx = gl = 1. 
We next claim that OCKer Tg) is closed in the limit topology. Assume that t is in 
the closure of OCKer Tg) in the limit topology. Then for any finite set of indices say 
{I, 2, ... , n}(so labelled for convenience), there exists ~ E Ker Tg withPiem = p,{t) 
for i = I .... ,11 (where P;: X ..... M; is the projection). But p;O(n = <p;>(n as P; is ad-
missible and ~ E Ker Tg iff <f)(Tg)(n = (gh >(n = 1 for all I: Y 4 M. By applying 
3.12 to T(X) we can find r E TX such that (p;>(n = Pi(t) for all i and (gf)(n = 1 
for all f: Y 4 M. Then 0 (n = t and t E Ker Tg so t E 6 (Ker Tg). q.e.d. 
3.15. Corollary. Assume LCe. Let (X. 0) E cST. Then Q(X, 0) is Hausdorff 
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Proof. e: TX -+- X is a T-homomorphism and TX is a limit of models hence Ker 0 is 
closed in TX. Thus I E X is closed in the quotient topology, Q(X. 0), which implies 
Q(X. (J) is Hausdorff as X is a topological group. q.e.d. 
3.16. Corollary. Assume Lee. Then T is idempotent and trivial (that is f is the 
identity functor). Thus cST = C'f1(-objects and every' X E cST is a callOIl ica I limit of 
models. 
Proof. Let X E cS T. Then 17: X ... Ten is one-one in view of I.S(b) since Q(X) is 
Hausdorff. But by applying 3.11 and by representing f(X) as a regular filtered limit 
of models we see that 17(X) is dense in f(X) (when f(X) is given the limit topology 
which need not be QT(X)). By 3.13, X is complete hence is closed in the limit topo· 
logy on T(X). Thus 1) is onto, hence is an equivalence. q.e.d. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. (a) Let Vo: cS T -+- cST 0 be the forgetful functor and define 
Qo from cST into topological To-algebras by using the Q topology together with Vo 
for the To-structure. By 1.2, 1.3 and 3.15 we see that Qo is a full embedding. If 
XE cST then Qo(X) is complete, Hausdorff, em-generated and linearly compact by 
I.S and the above results. Moreover suppose K c:;:; X is a closed To-kernel with X/K 
algebraically equivalent to a model. Then X -+- X/K is a T-homomorphism by I.S(c). 
so Q(X) -+- Q(X/K) is continuous. But Q(X/K) is discrete so K is open. Hence X is 
strongly em-generated. Also cST = em-objects by 3.16. Conversely let X be a com-
plete, Hausdorff strongly em-generated To-algebra. Let {U ,J be the base of all open 
To-kernels for which X/Ua Eem. Then {X/Va} is a regular filtered, partially ordered 
diagram in the obvious way. Since X is Hausdorff and complete X = Top-lim {X/ Va} 
(or more precisely the limit in topological To-algebras). We claim that 
Q(T-lim {X/Va}) = Top-lim {X/Va} which shows X = QOCT-lim {X/Va})' hence we 
can regard X E cST. Letf:T-lim {X/Va,}'" M Ecm be a T-homomorphism. Then 
Ker f closed in the limit topology by 3.14 hence is open as X is strongly '11l-generated. 
The claim now follows, from 1.5. 
(b) In view of the remarks preceeding the statement of Theorem 3.2 T(X) is 
linearly compact for all X E Top hence every T-algebra is linearly compact, there-
fore complete. Since every regular diagram is T-regular forcm, we see that much of 
(b) follows from 2.4 and 2.5. That 'P is a coreflection and behaves as stated follows 
from 1.5 and 3.14 and the observation that 'P preserves models and their limits and 
everything is a limit of models. 
(c) Let A ~ X be a T-subalgebra of the T-algebra X. Let a:A -+- X be the inclusion 
and let x E X be in the closure of a(A). Let H be the set of all T-homomorphism 
h : A -+- M which factor through a as h = ga where g: X-+- M is onto and T -admissible. 
Then for each h E H let -y(h) = g(x) where g is chosen so that h=ga (note that g(x) 
is uniquely determined even though g is not). Claim that (H. -y) is finitely consistent. 
Let hI' ... , h n E H be given and chose gi with hi = gia. Then ngi -1 (gi(x)) is an open 
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neighbourhood of x so there exists a E A with gi(cta) :;: gi(x) or "i(a) :;: -y(h i ) for 
i:;: 1, ... , n. By applying 3.12 to A there exists a E A with g(a):;: g(x) for all 
g:X ...... M. Since X is Hausdorff a:;: x which shows that A is closed. q.e.d. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. (a) We have LCC so Theorem 3.2 applies and it c1tarly suf-fices to show that every 'f-algebra is strongly C)T[-generated. Let X E Top and K a 
closed To-kernel with X/K algebraically equivalent to a model be given. Then there 
exists a smallest To-kernel U of X for which U is open and K <::: U by applying the 
d.c.c. (or the minimum condition) for X/K. By 1.4(c) we have K:;: V so K is open. 
(b), (c) an"g (d). By (a) above and the fact that <p preserves limits and models we 
see that the V-topology on limM; coincides with the Q-topology. Thus Q preserves 
limits of models hence 2.3 applies. Q preserves all limits as Q has a left adjoint by 
3.2(a) and 2.3(c). Also (c) follows straightforwardly from 3.2(c) and 2.3(b), and 
(d) is the same as 2.3(d). 
(e) The idea of the proof is to obtain a "continuous version" of 3.12. Letf:A ...... B 
be a given onto T-homomorphism. Note that by 3.16 we have A == t(A) = 
lim {Mglg E (A, T)o} where g:A ...... Mg is in (A, 1)0 iff g is admissibl~ and onto. We 
define (H, -y) to be a A-closed continuous-B-prescription if H c:;. (A, 1)0 and for each 
h E H, l' (h) is a continuous function from B to Mil' Moreover if b E B we let (H, l' b) 
be the ordinary prescription with -Yb(h) == 1'(h)(b). It is further required that (H, 1'b) 
be A-closed for all b EB. 
~ow let (H, -y) be such a continuous prescription and g:A ...... Mg be arbitrary in 
(A, 1)0 with g tt H. Choose h E H such that g(Ker h) is a minimum in Mg. Let Mo :;: 
Mg/g(Ker h) and let p :Mg ...... Mo be the projection. Observe that there exists 
,:Mh ...... Mo with ,h = pg. It is readily shown, from the choice of h, that .yb (g) is a 
coset of precisely g(Ker h) for each b E B. Moreover, if mE fb (g) then p(m):;: 
r(-y b (h»)(in view of 3.7) so p-l(r -Yb (h» :;: '9 h (g) as they are both cosets of g(Ker h) 
and have points in common. (Note, -Yb (h) is a single point as -y(h) is a function.) 
Thus if s :MO ...... Mg is any section (that is ps:;: Mo and s is not required to be aT-
homomorphism) then (H, -y) can be extended to a A-closed continuous extension 
(G, /3) where /3 (g) = s r "I (h) as the method used in 3.8 can be applied pointwise. By 
Zorn's Lemma. every ,,-closed continuous B-prescription can be extended to one 
with H :;: (A, 1)0 which gives rise to a continuous map J.L : B ...... A (that is J.L : Q(B) ...... 
Q(A) but is not necessa!ily T-admissible) such !!tat hJ.L:;: "I(h) for all h E (~1)0' 
Now observe that B:;: T(B):;: lim {Mk Ik E (B.I)O}· Let Ho:;: {kflk E (B, I)O} and 
define "10 so that "Io(kf):;: k (which is determined asfis onto). 
Clearly (HO' -yo) is a ,,-closed continuous Byrescription so there exists a contin-
uous s:B ...... A such that kfs:;: k for all k E (B. 1)0 which impliesfs:;: B. Finally the 
d.c.c. hypothesis is implied by (b) and (c). Let M E em and A I 2 A 2 2 ... be a des-
cending chain of To-kernels. By (b) and (c) the image of M in TIM/An has the rela-
tive topology induced by the product topology. But the image of M must be discrete 
by J.S(a) which implies that the descending chain is ultimately constant. Moreover, 
given LCC it is readily shown that (a) ~ (b) ~ (d) by the above argumen ts. Using 
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3.2 we can readily obtain (d) => (a) and (b) => (c). Thus (a), (b) and (d) each indivi-
dually imply (b) and (c). q.e.d. 
§4. Examples 
Most of the applications of Theorem 3.1 are immediate (e.g. the equational com-
pletion 0t-finite sets is the category of compact Hausdorff spaces and the correspon-
ding Top is the subcategory of totally disconnected members of clT. Also the 
equational completion of finite groups is pro-finite groups which is triple able over 
Top, cf. [7] and [8] ). Applications of Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 sometimes require 
some preliminary work with individual operations to get a normal separating triple 
as 4.1 and 4.2 show. A number of interesting papers have been written on linearly 
were an equational completion led to Theorems 3.2 and 3.3. Example 4.4 shows that 
even if Q grossly fails to preserve limits the topology can still be very useful in des-
even if Q grossly faisl to preserve limits the topology can still be very useful in des-
cribing the equational completion. In 4.5 the subject is briefly discussed from the 
point of view of operations. 
Notation. Unless otherwise specified, rings are assumed to have units and ring homo-
morphisms and modules are unitary. In contrast to the previous sections, the group 
operations here happen to be Abelian and are denoted by "+". Also "0" instead of 
"I" is used for the group identity, so one must exercise care in applying the previous 
results. 
4.1. Fields. Let :Fo be the category of fields and (unitary) ring homomorphisms. As 
it stands :Fo does not admit an obvious separating triple (as subrings of fields are 
not always fields) nor does :Fo have finite products. We first observe that if :F is the 
category of all finite products of fields (and unitary ring homomorphisms) then :F 
and :Fo have the same equational completion. (It can readily be shown that if 
TIK; E :F and if F E :Fo then any homomorphism TIK; -+ F factors through a projec-
tion OK; -+ K; -+ F. Hence every operation of:Fo is also an operation of :F.) 
We next observe that the theory of commutative regular rings is a separating 
triple for :F. In any ring R we say that r is~he semi-inverse of s if rsr = r, srs = sand 
sr = rs. If the semi-inverse exists it is determined by the ring structure. (If t is another 
semi-inverse of r then tr2 = r = sr2 and t = t3,2 = t2sr2 = s3,2 = s.) It follows that 
every ring homomorphism preserves semi-inverses when they exist, hence the semi-
inverse is an operation in any category of rings with semi-inverses. A commutative 
ring has semi-inverses for every element iff it is regular (for each r there exists an r' 
with "', = r). 
Every field is clearly regular (with 0 its own semi-inverse) and every member of 
:F is regular. Moreover it can be easily verified that a subregular ring of a finite prod-
uct of fields is in :F. (Look at'idenpotents.) Also CJ is closed under the formation of 
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quotients (this can be done by considering idempotents or by observing that the 
members of ~ are precisely the commutative regular Artin rings). Thus the theory 
of commutative regular rings is a normal separating triple for~. 
We now can apply Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 (as every member of ~ has d.c.c. for 
ideals). Thus the equational completion of CJ is the category of regular pro-objects. 
It is also the cate.rory of topological limits of members of CJ, hence also of CJo. 
Clearly if XEd then X::: lim Ki and it can be arranged that Ki is a field and the 
projection map X --. Ki is onto, for all i. It follows that every map in the diagram 
{K i } is onto hence is an isomorphism. Thus X is a product of fields. Thus the equa-
tional completion of the category of fields is the category of all products of fields 
and ring homomorphisms which are continuous in the product topology. 
(The same argument works if one allows non-unitary homomorphisms and/or 
skew-fields or ordered fields (which have a lattice operation).) 
The category of fields obviously has a large number of weird operations. For ex-
ample one can define w(x, y) ::: X + y in characteristic 0 fields but w(x. y) ::: xy else-
where. In fact if we wish to describe an arbitrary n-ary operation, w. we have to 
consider all collections of n-tuples (xI' .... xn) in fields F. One obvious restriction 
on w(xi' ... , x n ) is that it must lie in the subfield generated by xI' ... , XII and this 
is essentially the only restriction on w. Formally, define an II-pointed field as a field 
F together with an n-tuple (xI' .... xn) such that no proper sub field of F contains 
each xi' Let CJ(n) be a representative collection of n-pointed fields such that each 
n-pointed field is isomorphic to a unique member of 7(n) (where isomorphisms 
must preserve the n-tuple). Then one can define an operation w by choosing 
w(xl' ... , XII) E F entirely at random for each [F. (xI' ... , XII)] E 7(m). (Notice 
that F has no non-trivial automorphism preserving the n-tuple.) In other words 
T(n)::: D7(n) (despite the notation we have not assumed that n is finite).lt clearly 
follows that the theory of fields does not have rank. 
H would be of some interest perhaps to describe the theory generated by finitary 
field operations. Consider for example the unary operation r such that r(x)::: I iff 
X is rational (in the usual characteristic 0 sense) and r(x) ::: 0 otherwise. (This de-
fines r on fields and by an obvious extension r is defined for all products of fields.) 
Not every ring homomorphism!: (lY --. K preserves r (where (lY is a countable prod-
uct of rationals and K is any field). In fact f is continuous iff f preserves r (in this 
case). This refutes the conjecture that the topology is used only to handle infinitary 
operations. Also the theory generated by the finitary operations is richer than the 
theory of commutative regular rings. 
4.2. Artin rings. In lSI a pseudocompact ring is defined as a complete Hausdorff 
ring R which admits a base at 0 of two-sided open ideals I for which R/I is an Artin 
ring. It is easily seen that in our terminology this is the same thing as an "Artin-
generated" Hausdorff, linearly compact ring or, alternatively a regular pro-object 
for Artin rings. 
In view of Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 it seems reasonable to conjecture that the cate-
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gory of pseudocompact rings is the equational completion of the category of Artin 
rings. We shall show that this is not quite the case but that for certain classes ~ of 
Artin rings the ~-generated pseudocompact rings is the equational completion of ~. 
Notice that the Artin rings are closed under finite products bu t not under the 
formation of subrings so the theory of rings is not a separating triple. Moreover as 
implied by the example below there is no way of enriching the theory of rings so as 
to obtain a separating triple. There are however separating triples for certain classes 
of Artin rings. 
If the category of all pseudocompact rings were equational the underlying set 
functor would preserve and create limits hence the discrete pseudocompact rings 
(Le. the Artin rings) would have to be closed under finite limits and arbitrary inter· 
sections. The following counter-example shows this is not so. Let A be the Artin 
ring of all 2 by 2 real matrices. For convenience. for the remainder of the paragraph, 
let (r, s> denote the 2 by 2 matrix (ajj) E A for which a \I == a22 == rand a2) = 0 and 
a12 = s. Let p= 0, O. Define !J>(X) = PXP-) then 4>:A -+A is a ring homomor-
phism. Let E be the equalizer of 4> and the identity on A. Then E is the ring of all 
rna trices of the form (a, b>. Let C be the complex numbers and let 0 : E -+ C be de-
fined by (J (a, b) = a. Then the intersection of all equalizers of 0 and 'YO (for 'Y an 
automorphism of C) is the ring E' of all (a, b> for which a is rational and b is real. 
Then E' is not an Artin ring. (Observe that the reals are an infinite dimensional vec-
tor space of the rationals. If V is any linear subspace, then the set of all (0, b) with 
bE V is an ideal of E'. Clearly the ideals of E' do not satisfy the d.c.c. nor even the 
a.c.c .. ) 
We now construct a triple To whose algebras shall be rings R endowed with a 3-
tuple of unary operations that map x into (x l' x2' X3) such that 
X=Xl +x2 
xlx2=x2 x l=O 
x 3 is the semi-inverse of x I' 
(that is xlx3xl = xI' x3x l x 3 = x3 and xlx3 = x3xI)' 
A To-algebra R shall be called canonical if x2 is nilpotent for all x E R. For a cano-
nical To-algebra the operations are uniquely determined by the ring structure (and 
the requirement that x2 be nilpotent). Thus the To-homomorphisms between cano-
nical To-algebras are precisely the ring homomorphisms. (To prove this, let R be a 
canonical To-algebra and assume x = r+p where p is nilpotent, r has semi-inverse s 
and rp = pr = O. Claim r = Xl ' P = x2 and s = x3' Observe that for sufficiently large 
m we have xm =,m = XI m. This implies sm = x3 m . Hence XI = x)m+lx3m = 
,m+ Ism = r. Therefore, s = x3 and p = x2') 
A ring shall be called canonical if it can be endowed with a canonical To-struc-
ture. Notice that canonical rings are closed under finite products, quotients, the for-
mation of To-subalgebras (but not under infinite products). Moreover every simple 
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Artin ring (i.e. ring of all linear transformations of a finite dimensional vector space) 
is canonical in view of Fitting's Lemma. 
We now construct a class SIi of Artin rings. Start with all canonical rings which 
contain a minimal field (j.e. either the rationals or Zp for some prime p) as a (uni-
tary) subring and which are finite dimensional as vector spaces over the minimal 
field. To this collection of rings adjoin all finite products to get !7l. Then every mem-
ber of SIi is an Artin ring and To is a separating triple for S1i. Thus the .9'l-generated 
pseudocompact rings is the equational completion of .9'l and is also the category of 
pro·object for .9'l by 3.3 and 2.2. (Each object of .9'l satisfies d.c.c. for both To-sub-
algebras and To-kernels.) 
One can also adjoin all fields and skew fields to sf( and close up under finite prod· 
ucts. Then the resulting rings are still Artin and To' is still a separating triple (so 3.3 
still applies) but d.c.c. for To·subalgebras is lost. If any additional simple Artin rings 
are adjoined then the argument of the above counter·example will apply. 
4.3. Linearly compact modules. Let R be any ring. Then the (discrete) linearly com-
pact R·modulcs have an equational completion that can be computed by 3.2. The 
theory of R-modules is still a separating triple even if one treats the more general 
case of topological R -modules for a topological ring R (as done in [18] ) provided 
the models are always discrete. topological linearly compact R-modules. A number 
of interesting properties of linearly compact modules can be found in [131 and 
[ 181 . The case in which R is a pseudocompact ring is trea ted in [51 . Then a discrete 
topological R-module has the d.c.c. iff it is of finite length. The case of pseudocom-
pact algebras is also discussed in [5 J and provides another straigh tforward example 
for Theorem 3.3. 
4.4. Countable sets (a rea\compact case). Let em be the category of coun table sets 
and all functions. Let I: em --.. d be the inclusion. Then the theory of sets is a separa· 
ting triple. Moreover. as we shall point out. the Q topologies are all Hausdorff. hence 
the equational completion is a full subcategory of Top. The main step in computing 
this full subcategory are: 
Definition. A topological space is near(v discrete if it is Hausdorff and if every non· 
measurable collection of open sets has open intersection. 
Lemma. (a) A nearly discrete space is rea/compact iff' every open cover has a nOIl-
measurable subcover. 
(b) The lIear~v discrete spaces are core/lective in the category of Hausdorff spaces. 
The nearly discrete. realcompact spaces are closed under the formation of (core/lec-
ted) limits. 
(c) The category afnearly discrete. realcompact spaces is tripleable over d. 
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Proof (sketch). Most of the proof follows by mimicking the corresponding proofs 
for compact Hausdorff spaces. The coretlection into nearly discrete spaces is accom-
plished by letting the class of all non-measurable intersections of open sets he a hase 
for the new topology. If X is reaIcompact then it is a closed subset of RII for some 
n. Moreover X is still closed in the nearly discrete topology Oil R" so X has the co-
vering property (which is inherited by nearly discrete products and closed subsets). 
Conversely the covering property implies realcompactness using the z-ultrafitter 
characterization of reaIcompact spaces (see ref. 19] ). q.e.d. 
Corollary. The equatiollal completion of the category of ('(JI/I/table sets is rl/e cate-
gory of realcompact, Ilear~r discrete topological spaces. (If CIWY cardillo I is 11011-
measurable this is the category of discrete spaces or silll,*' d ill effect.) 
Proof (sketch). If X is realcompact then X can be embedded as a closed subset of a 
product of real lines 19]. If, in addition. X is nearly discrete, then it easily follows 
that X is equivalent to a closed subset of a (coretlected) product of discrete coun-
table spaces. Using the fact that the continuous image of a realcompact space is (in 
the category of nearly discrete spaces) realcompact, hence closed, X is the canonical 
limit of discrete countable spaces. The result now follows straightforwardly. q.e.d. 
4.5. What do the operations look like? We have dealt with the general theory of 
equational completions primarily from the point of view of triples. At this point we 
collect a few observations about the operations. Recall that the set of n-ary opera-
tions is T(n), hence we have a topological space of II-ary operations. Thus the corres-
ponding equational theory c;: (say, the category with g(lI, k) == T(1I)k) can be regar-
ded as a category with topological hom sets. However. it is I/ot a topological catego-
ry in the sense of Beck (3] since composition T(n)k X T(k) -> T(n) although con· 
tinuous for all finite k (which can be shown by using the type of argument given in 
1.2) is nonetheless almost never continuous for infinite k. However, for any fixed 
k-tuple on a T-algebra X the evaluation map T(k) -+ X is continuous (as it is T-ad-
missible). 
We know that T(n) = lim(n,/). Moreover if To is any normal separating triple 
and if LCC is satisfied then T(n) = Iim(n, 1)0 and for every full. filtered subdiagram 
d ~ (n, 1)0 the canonical map T(Il) ..... lim ~ is onto (using the argument of 3.10). 
Thus one can obtain an n-ary operation by prescribing its behaviour on a set ~ of 
n-tuples and lifting it from lim d to T(n) (the lifting depends on a choice). Moreover. 
if the models all satisfy d.c.c. for To-kernels then by (b) and (e) of Theorem 3.3, the 
entire space, lim~, can be continuously lifted to a topologically equivalent dosed 
subspace of T(n). 
Our final observation is that the equational completions generally do not have 
rank. For example suppose that the hypotheses of 3.3 are satisfied and tha t T has 
(infinite) rank r. Let X ~ Y be any T-subalgebra and let s be the (cardinal) succeSSor 
of r. Let A C;; ys be the set of all points which project into X for all but at most r 
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projections. Then A would be a non-closed T-subalgebra contradicting 3.2(c). The 
same contradiction works for the compact case. It also works for countable sets iff 
at least one measurable cardinal exists. We note that here the n-ary operations are 
the w-ultrafilters on n. 
Note. The discontinuity of the property infinitary operations has led us to restrict 
ourselves at times to the case where the separating triple is finitary. However. all 
hypotheses of the form "To is finitary" can be eliminated if we agree that a topolo-
gical To-algebra is to be a To-algebra with topology such that the finitary operations 
are continuous. 
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